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Abstract
The objective of this research is to develop an efficient, time-accurate numerical
algorithm to discretize the Navier-Stokes equations for the predictions of internal one-,
two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. A generic, efficient, elliptic adaptive grid
generator is implicitly coupled with the Lower-Upper factorization scheme in the
development of ALUNS computer code. The calculations of one-dimensional shock tube
wave propagation and two-dimensional shock wave capture, wave-wave interactions,
shock wave-boundary interactions show that the developed scheme is stable, accurate and
extremely robust. The adaptive grid generator produced a very favorable grid network by
a grid speed technique. This generic adaptive grid generator is also applied in the PARC
and FDNS codes and the computational results for solid rocket nozzle flowtield and
crystal growth modeling by those codes will be presented in the conference, too. This
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Pressure contour plot inside • two-dimensional duct.
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